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Compilation of terms and definitions relevant to the IEC-ISO Common Database of Graphical 
Symbols for Use on Equipment 

Sources Terms Definitions 

IEC glossary action "GRAFCET language element associated with a step, indicating an 
activity to be performed on output variables" 

17724 adhesive substance applied to create a bond between a rear fixing component of 
a sign board and a fixing substrate including its finish 

17724 ageing change of properties that occurs in materials during environmental 
conditioning 

3/700/INF Alternative form(s) "identity number(s) of item(s) being alternatives to the present one. 
(This is ""graphical synonym"" NOTE 1 ? Earlier used terms: Other 
form" 

3/700/INF Alternative name(s) language dependant word or phrase used as a synonym or as an 
approximate alternative to the name (and therefore commonly used at 
search).  NOTE 1 ? Earlier used terms: Synonymous name; Usage; 
Synonyms were entered into the Name field in IEC60617. The term 
alternative name is to be used for all those cases. 

80416-4 anti-aliasing technique using several intensities of colour between the colour of a 
line and the background colour to create the effect of smoother curves 
and fewer jagged edges on curves and diagonals. 

3/700/INF Applicable in classes example of limited context(s) for which the item is intended NOTE 1 ? 
Earlier used terms: Example of application class 

3/700/INF Application class classification of the item with regard to the context in which the item is 
intended to be applied NOTE 1 ? Earlier used terms: Application class; 
Product area. 

3/700/INF Application note(s) rule or reference(s) to rules (often shared among several items) 
regarding the use of the item in anticipated context.  NOTE 1 ? Earlier 
used terms: Application note(s); Notes. 

3/700/INF Applied in identity number(s) of other item(s) of which the present one is a part 
(conceptually and/or graphically).  NOTE 1 ? Earlier used terms: 
Applied in 

3/700/INF Applies identity number of item(s)used as part(s) of the present item.   NOTE 
1 ? Earlier used terms: Applies. 

80416-2 Basic arrow form "The basic arrow form as specified in Figure 1 shall be used to indicate 
any meaning which involves a movement, whether physical, functional 
or otherwise." 

17724 basic graphical symbol graphical symbol from which a family of graphical symbols can be 
derived 

17724 border band that defines the edge of a sign or graphical symbol 

17724 caution "signal word used to indicate a potentially hazardous situation which, if 
not avoided, may result in minor or moderate injury" 

3/700/INF Change requests identity number(s) of the change requests in which the present item is 
dealt with NOTE 1 ? Earlier used terms: Change requests. 

17724 character "single letter, numeral, punctuation mark or symbol" 

17724 character set finite set of different graphical characters that is complete for a given 
purpose 

IEC glossary "chart, graph " "graphical presentation describing the behaviour of a system, for 
example the relations between two or more variable quantities, 
operations or states" 

17724 chevron graphical symbol that serves a similar purpose to an arrow and is 
similar to an arrow head in appearance 

17724 coefficient of 
retroreflection 

R′  (of a plane retroreflecting surface? luminous intensity (I) of a 
plane retroreflecting material in the direction of observation divided by 
the product of the illuminance (E⊥) of the retroreflecting surface on a 
plane perpendicular to the direction of the incident light and its area (A) 
R ′ = I/(E⊥ × A) 

17724 colour code "set of colours used symbolically to represent particular meanings 
[ISO/TR 7239:1984, 3.2.4]" 
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Sources Terms Definitions 

17724 complementary referent referent which performs a related function in the same set 

17724 comprehensibility extent to which a graphical symbol is likely to be interpreted with the 
intended meaning 

17724 comprehension test procedure for quantifying the degree of understanding of a proposed 
graphical symbol 

17724 conspicuity "property of an entity within the visual field which permits it to be more 
easily detected than the surrounding information NOTE Adapted from 
ISO/TR 7239:1984, 3.2.6." 

17724 contrast difference between the highest and the lowest densities of an image cf. 
positive contrast (57) and negative contrast (48). 

80416-1 corner marking "part  of  a  symbol  original,  four  of which  define  the  frame  of  the  
symbol  original;  see  7.3  and figure 8" 

17724 corner marking "part of a graphical symbol original, four of which define its corners.  
NOTE Adapted from IEC 80416-1:2001, 3.4.   NOTE Adapt? de la CEI 
80416-1:2001, 3.4." 

IEC glossary corner marking  "part of a symbol original, four of which define the frame of the symbol 
original" 

3/700/INF Created by name of body entering the item.   NOTE 1 ? Earlier used terms: 
Created by.   NOTE 2 - Presented in the maintenance form and in the 
maintenance views only. The information is of no interest for public 
users. 

17724 danger "signal word used to indicate an imminently hazardous situation which, 
if not avoided, may result in death or serious injury" 

17724 data "elements of information interpretable in a formalized manner suitable 
for communication, interpretation or processing" 

3/700/INF Data type identification a specific property of the value of a data element type.   
NOTE 1 ? Earlier used terms: Data type. 

3/700/INF Data value representation of a permissible instance of a data element type as an 
element of a value list.   NOTE 1 ? Earlier used terms: Data value. 

17724 dead end corridor corridor or part of a corridor from which there is only one route of 
escape 

17724 decimal digit graphical character that represents one of the characters 0 to 9 

80416-4 default "option or attribute already provided by the operating system or 
application, and which the user can change" 

3/700/INF Definition language dependant statement that describes the concept represented 
by the item in an unambiguous manner that allows differentiation from 
other items.   NOTE 1 ? Earlier used term: Definition 

80416-1 description "normative text attached to the graphical representation of the symbol 
original which defines the purpose, the application and the use of the 
symbol original" 

IEC glossary description  "normative text attached to the graphical representation of the symbol 
original which defines the purpose, the application and the use of the 
symbol original" 

3/700/INF DET class classification of the property with regard to established classification 
system.   NOTE 1 ? Earlier used terms: Class. 

17724 detection process by which the visual system responds to the presence of stimuli 
in the visual field 

IEC glossary directed link  GRAFCET language element indicating the evolution paths between 
steps by connecting steps to transitions and transitions to steps 

17724 displacement "distance between the centre of a graphical symbol and the central line 
of the normal direction of vision of the user, measured at a right angle 
to that central line of vision NOTE Adapted from ISO/TR 7239:1984, 
3.2.8." 
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3/700/INF Draft "Status level of a new Item accepted for work, until a decision has been 
taken on whether or not it is to be part of the standard, irrespective of 
type of process to get this decision.  NOTE 1 - Used terms 2003-02: 
Accepted for work (IEC 60617, IEC 60417), Under evaluation (IEC 
61360), Establishment (IEC 82045). The Task Force decided to change 
to Draft.  NOTE 2 - The transition to Draft is from proposed." 

3/700/INF Drawing shown illustration or drawing.   NOTE 1 ? Earlier used terms: [Graphic]; 
[Figure]. 

3/700/INF Earlier published in identity number of standard in which the item was published.  NOTE 1 ? 
Earlier used terms: Publication reference 

17724 emergency escape 
lighting 

that part of emergency lighting that provides illumination for the safety 
of people leaving a location or attempting to terminate a potentially 
dangerous process before doing so [EN 1838:1999] 

17724 emergency lighting "lighting provided for use when the supply to the normal lighting fails 
[IEC 60050-845:1987, 09-10]" 

17724 enclosure framework which encloses a sign or supplementary sign 

17724 excluded function "function of a referent or of a complementary referent which is not to be 
denoted by the graphical symbol [ISO 9186:2001, 3.4]" 

3/700/INF extended database 
procedure 

"standardisation procedure with stages and time frames as specified in 
the original procedure, but implemented as a workflow around a 
database for information sharing (as specified in this document). 
Applicable in certain cases when new areas are being standardised and 
in cases of appeal." 

3/700/INF Extended procedure Status level of the Change Request from its submission for the 
document based extended procedure until the completion of that 
procedure.  NOTE 1 - Used terms 2003-02: Extended procedure (IEC 
60617)  NOTE 2 - The transition to Extended procedure is from For 
evaluation. 

17724 factor of distance "z  relationship between the height (h) of a sign and the observation 
distance (l), used to determine observation distances of signs z = l/h" 

17724 field of application context or sphere of activity in which a graphical symbol is to be used 

17724 fluorescence "photoluminescence in which the emitted optical radiation results from a 
direct transition of electrons from the photo-excited energy level to a 
lower energy level, generally taking place within 10 ns after excitation.   
NOTE Adapted from IEC 60050-845:1987, 04-20." 

3/700/INF For evaluation "Status level of the Change Request from its submission for evaluation 
by the appropriate team until the evaluation is completed.  NOTE 1 - 
Used terms 2003-02: For evaluation (IEC 60617, IEC 60417)  NOTE 2 - 
The transition to For evaluation is from Submitted." 

3/700/INF For test purposes only "Status of an item being tested.  NOTE 1 - Used terms 2003-02: Test 
(IEC 61360)  NOTE 2 - An item For test purposes only, is normally 
deleted after intended use (leaving a “hole” in the identity number 
series)." 

3/700/INF For testing "Status level of a Change Request used for testing purposes.  NOTE 1 
- An Change request for testing, is normally deleted after intended use 
(leaving a “hole” in the identity number series)." 

3/700/INF For validation "Status level of the Change Request from its submission for validation 
by the appropriate team until the validation is completed.  NOTE 1 - 
Used terms 2003-02: For validation (IEC 60617, IEC 60417)  NOTE 2 - 
The transition to For validation is from For evaluation." 

3/700/INF Form Only for symbols: identification that distinguishes different graphical 
appearances of the same concept and having identical names.  NOTE 
1 ? Earlier used terms: Form 

80416-2 Form of arrows and 
specification 

The arrow forms shown in Table 1 may be used as an alternative to the 
basic arrow form in order to give special emphasis or to distinguish 
between two or more meanings.    The use of arrow forms is specified 
in annex A. 

3/700/INF Format specification of the type and length of the representation of the value of 
a data element type.   NOTE 1 ? Earlier used term: Format. 

3/700/INF Formula formula that describes the relations among variables 
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3/700/INF Function class "classification of the item regard the activity performed by the object 
that the item represents in anticipated context.  NOTE 1 ? Earlier used 
terms: Function class.  NOTE 2 -In IEC60617 the classification is 
according to IEC61346, in IEC60417 the principles behind the defined 
classes is more vague." 

IEC glossary grafcet chart  "function chart using GRAFCET NOTE The “grafcet chart” can, in 
short form, be called “grafcet”." 

80416-1 graphical symbol visually perceptible figure with a particular meaning used to transmit 
information independently of language 

80416-4 graphical symbol visually perceptible figure with a particular meaning used to transmit 
information independently of language 

17724 graphical symbol "visually perceptible figure with a particular meaning used to transmit 
information independently of language [ISO 9186:2001, 3.5] cf. basic 
graphical symbol (4)" 

IEC glossary graphical symbol  visually perceptible figure with a particular meaning used to transmit 
information independently of language 

80416-1 graphical symbol 
element 

"part of a symbol original with a particular meaning  NOTE  1    Letters,  
numerals,  punctuation  marks  and  mathematical  symbols  may  be  
used  as  graphical  symbol  elements (see ISO 31 and IEC 60027).  
NOTE  2    A  graphical  symbol  element  with  a  specific  meaning  
may  be  used  to  provide  a  common  concept  in  the construction of 
a symbol family." 

17724 graphical symbol 
element 

"part of a graphical symbol with a particular meaning NOTE Adapted 
from IEC 80416-1:2001, 3.2." 

IEC glossary graphical symbol 
element  

"part of a symbol original with a particular meaning NOTE 1 Letters, 
numerals, punctuation marks and mathematical symbols may be used 
as graphical symbol elements (see ISO 31 and IEC 60027). NOTE 2 A 
graphical symbol element with a specific meaning may be used to 
provide a common concept in the construction of a symbol family." 

17724 graphical symbol 
original 

"graphical symbol with which a referent, a graphical representation and 
a description of the application are associated.  NOTE Adapted from 
IEC 80416-1:2001." 

17724 guidance line highly visible linear markers forming part of a way guidance system 
provided to clearly delineate an escape route or define an escape path 
through an open area 

17724 guideline example preferred example of a graphical symbol or sign that conveys the 
intended meaning and embodies the image content 

17724 hazard source of potential harm 

17724 high location "safety way guidance system installation position at ceiling level or no 
less than 1,8 m above floor level for safety signs and other safety way 
guidance components" 

80416-4 icon "graphical symbol presented on a screen or display.   NOTE: Icons may 
be static, interactive and change as the result of user input, or dynamic 
and change as the result of equipment status." 

80416-4 icon editor "special software application (or ""tool"") used for creating icon files" 

3/700/INF Identity number "For classes: identity number of a class, unambiguous in the context of 
the actual classification scheme  NOTE 1 ? Earlier used terms: Class 
code.  NOTE 2 - No need to differentiate identification of classes from 
identification of items, use ""Identity number"" only." 

17724 image content written description of the elements of a graphical symbol and their 
relative disposition 

IEC glossary input event  event characterized by the change of at least one value of all input 
variables of the sequential part of the system 

17724 intermediate location safety way guidance system installation position between a low location 
and a high location especially at eye level for safety signs and other 
safety way guidance components 

IEC glossary internal event  event characterized by an input event associated with the situation of 
the sequential part of the system 
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IEC glossary interpretation  "part of the GRAFCET enabling the linkage of: ? the input variables and 
the structure, by the means of the transition-condition; ? the output 
variables and the structure, by the means of the actions" 

3/700/INF item "Identity number, specifically: symbol identity number, DET identity 
number language independent character string used to identify an item, 
unambiguous in the context of the database (and together with 
identification of the standard, within IEC and ISO) NOTE 1 ? Earlier 
used terms: Identity number; Code. NOTE 2 - It is recognized that it is 
customary that identity numbers do contain other characters than digits. 
""Identifier"" consists of ""identity number"" + ""revision identifier"" or 
""version identifier""" 

3/700/INF Keywords list of terms characterizing the item (or rather corresponding object).  
NOTE 1 ? Earlier used terms: Keywords . 

17724 label sign carrier made from flexible material 

17724 legibility "property of characters or graphical symbol elements which enables 
one to be discriminated from another NOTE Adapted from ISO/TR 
7239:1984, 3.2.14." 

17724 low location safety way guidance system installation position at floor level or at a 
short distance above floor level for safety signs and other safety way 
guidance components 

17724 luminance contrast "k    luminance of the contrast colour, L1, divided by the luminance of 
the safety colour, L2, where L1 is greater than L2  k = L1/L2" 

17724 luminance factor ratio of the luminance of the surface element in a given direction to that 
of a perfect reflecting or transmitting diffuser identically illuminated 

17724 luminescence "emission, by atoms, molecules or ions in a material, of optical 
radiation which for certain wavelengths or regions of the spectrum is in 
excess of the radiation due to thermal emission from that material at 
the same temperature, as a result of these particles being excited by 
energy other than thermal agitation [IEC 60050-845:1987, 04-18]" 

3/700/INF maintenance team "group of experts that has the task to carry out revisions of existing 
international standards at specified maintenance cycles following the 
original procedure A maintenance team according to this definition is 
used for the maintenance of the basic standards describing principles 
and methodology, and for regular revisions of the entire collection, say 
every 10 years, and when rules for the entire collection are established 
or modified, e.g. with regard to the printed layout. For the continuous 
maintenance of the items in the database the procedure is different, 
and therefore the term maintenance team is not used in that context." 

3/700/INF Name "language dependant word or phrase describing the item.   NOTE 1 ? 
Earlier used terms for items: Name; Preferred name.   NOTE 2 ? Earlier 
used terms for classes: Class name. There is no need to differentiate, 
use name only." 

17724 negation element negation bar negation stroke (deprecated) graphical symbol element 
intended to negate a graphical symbol’s original intended meaning 

17724 negation of a referent additional graphical symbol element to negate the meaning of a 
referent NOTE Negation usually indicates prohibition. 

17724 negative contrast contrast made by using white or bright characters on black or dark-
coloured background cf. contrast (16) and positive contrast (57) 

80416-3 nominal size 50 mm; the lateral dimension of the basic square 2 as shown in the 
basic pattern in IEC 80416-1 

IEC glossary nominal size  50 mm; the lateral dimension of the basic square 2 as shown in the 
basic pattern in IEC 80416-1 

3/700/INF normal database 
procedure 

"standardisation procedure making use of a Validation Team and a 
workflow around a database for information sharing (as specified in this 
document ). NOTE ? The normal database procedure is used for 
validation of new items and for item combinations that are within the 
boundary of existing rules. Applicable in most cases when a new single 
item, e.g. a symbol is introduced or an existing one modified. The term 
“fast procedure” has not been used in order to avoid confusion with 
“fast track procedure”, which is already defined (with an other 
meaning) in the directives." 
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3/700/INF Note statement that provides additional information to the definition of the 
item and which is essential for the understanding.  NOTE 1 ? Earlier 
used terms: Note. 

17724 observation distance /  greatest distance from which a sign is legible and conspicuous 

3/700/INF Obsolete ? reference 
only 

"Status level of an Item that is no longer part of the standard, 
irrespective of reason. NOTE 1 ? Used terms 2003-02: Withdrawn (IEC 
60617, IEC 60417), Replaced (IEC 60417, provided that it has been 
replaced by another one), Withdrawn (IEC 82045). The Task Force 
decided to change to Obsolete - reference only.  NOTE 2 - The 
transition to Obsolete ? for reference only is from Standard. On the 
item page a note or a reference to a replacing item further indicates the 
reason for obsolescence." 

3/700/INF Obsolete from "date when the item was considered obsolete (for whatever reason, 
including replacement) NOTE 1 ? Earlier used terms: Date withdrawn" 

17724 optical weight visual impression of boldness and size of a graphical symbol 

3/700/INF original procedure for 
standard publications 

"standardisation procedure as described in the present ISO/IEC 
directives relying on the circulation of documents Applicable for 
standard publications, but in the case of database based standards 
only at revisions in the context of regular maintenance cycles of the 
entire collection of items." 

17724 panel "area of a safety sign having a distinctive background colour different 
from adjacent areas of the sign, or which is clearly delineated by a line, 
border or margin" 

17724 period of use safety way guidance system? time over which the safety way guidance 
system is expected to be operational 

17724 phosphorescence "photoluminescence delayed by storage of energy in an intermediate 
energy level [IEC 60050-845:1987, 04-23]" 

17724 phosphorescent sign sign that uses phosphors as pigmentation and emits light for a period of 
time after the energy source has been removed 

17724 photoluminescence "luminescence caused by absorption of optical radiation [IEC 60050-
845:1987, 04-19]" 

80416-4 pixel "smallest addressable graphical element of a screen or display.  NOTE 
Screen or display resolutions are typically referenced by the number of 
pixels measured horizontally and vertically, e.g. 1024 by 68 pixels." 

17724 plate sign carrier made from rigid material 

17724 positive contrast contrast made by using black or dark characters on white or light-
coloured background cf. contrast (16) and negative contrast (48) 

17724 product safety label label on a product that informs the observer of one or more potential 
hazards and describes the safety precautions and/or actions required to 
avoid the hazard(s) 

17724 product safety symbol graphical symbol used on a product safety label cf. safety symbol (69) 

3/700/INF Proposed "Status level of a new Item from its initiation by the proposer whoever 
that is, until it has been accepted for work.  NOTE 1 - Used terms 2003-
02: Proposed (IEC 60617, IEC 60417), Proposed for inclusion (IEC 
61360), Initiated (IEC82045)" 

3/700/INF Proposed on date when the item was proposed  NOTE 1 ? Earlier used terms: Date 
of proposal; Proposal date 

3/700/INF proposer "person (or body) (at a National Committee, representing all TC’s 
and/or appointed secretaries of ISO/IEC product committees) 
authorized to enter new proposals and change requests in the 
database.  NOTE 1 ? There are many proposers.  NOTE 2 ? The 
required limited write access to the database is password protected, 
and authorization will only be granted to persons appointed by the 
National Committees. Proposers have to be personally authorized, and 
should in connection with this authorization get the required information 
and training reason is absent (travel, business, etc.) The Validation 
Team, that is a permanent group, has two tasks:  Evaluation task: 
members of the National Committees that are part of the Validation 
Team reach consensus on the acceptance of a proposal for work 
Validation task: voting on behalf of their National Committees for 
release of an item." 
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17724 public information 
symbol 

"graphical symbol intended to give information to the general public 
independently of language, the understanding of which is independent 
of specialist or occupational training NOTE Adapted from ISO/TR 
7239:1984, 3.2.17." 

3/700/INF Published in list of identity numbers of publicly available documents in which the 
item is also published.  NOTE 2 - Edition number and or year should be 
included as appropriate.  NOTE 1 ? Earlier used terms: Publication 
reference; Published in 

17724 referent "idea or object that a graphical symbol is intended to represent [ISO 
9186:2001, 3.8]" 

17724 registered graphical 
symbol original 

graphical symbol original which has been registered by the relevant 
standards organization as the definitive version 

3/700/INF Rejected "Status of a Proposed item that has been entered into the database, 
but not approved as part of the standard.  NOTE 1 - Used terms 2003-
02: Rejected (IEC 60617, IEC 60417)  NOTE 2 - The transition to 
Rejected is either from Proposed or Draft." 

3/700/INF Released on date when the item was made available as a standardized item  NOTE 
1 ? Earlier used terms: Date of release; Release date. 

3/700/INF Remark For symbols: language dependant textual description with regard to 
how the present item is presented.  NOTE 1 ? Earlier used terms: 
Remark.  NOTE 2 - Relevant to symbols: Example: If the name is 
“AND-gate” the remark might be “Three inputs shown”. 

3/700/INF Remark For definitions: explanatory text to further clarify the meaning of the 
definition.  NOTE 1 ? Earlier used terms: Remark 

3/700/INF Replacing identity number of the item which is replaced by the present item.  
NOTE 1 ? Earlier used terms: Replacing. 

17724 resolution "visual capacity to discriminate details NOTE Resolution may be 
affected by several factors, including viewing distance, size of details 
and the separation between them." 

3/700/INF Resolved "Status level of the Change Request after completion of the change, or 
after initial rejection.  NOTE 1 - Used terms 2003-02: Resolved (IEC 
60617, IEC 60417)  NOTE 2 - The transition to resolved is either from 
for validation or from Extended procedure." 

3/700/INF Restrictions language dependant description of limitations in the use of the actual 
item.   NOTE 1 ? Earlier used terms: Restrictions. 

17724 retroreflecting material material which reflects visible radiation in a direction close to the 
opposite of the direction from which it came 

3/700/INF Revision number "identity number of a change within the item that does not affect the 
use of the item NOTE 1 ? Earlier used terms: Revision NOTE 2 - Note 
that the terms version and revision here relates to the item per se, and 
not to the description of the item (a document). In document 
management a version is an identified state of a document in its life 
cycle, recorded so that it can be retrieved as a record for distribution 
purposes, and a revision is an approved such state." 

17724 risk combination of the probability of occurrence of harm and the severity of 
that harm 

17724 safety colour colour with special properties to which a safety meaning is attributed 

17724 safety shape geometric shape to which a safety meaning is attributed 

17724 safety sign "sign which gives a general safety message, obtained by a combination 
of colour and geometric shape and which, by the addition of a graphical 
symbol, gives a particular safety message" 

17724 safety symbol graphical symbol used together with a safety colour and safety shape to 
form a safety sign 

17724 safety way guidance 
system 

"SWGS system to provide conspicuous and unambiguous information 
and sufficient visual cues to enable people to evacuate an occupied 
area in an emergency along a specified escape route by using a 
comprehensive arrangement of visual components, signs and markings"

3/700/INF Shape class classification of the item with regard to the predominant graphical 
shape(s) in the symbol.  NOTE 1 ? Earlier used terms: Shape class. 
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3/700/INF Short name abbreviated word or phrase describing the item NOTE 1 ? Earlier used 
terms: Short name 

17724 sign "configuration of visual elements including symbols, text and shapes 
intended to communicate a given meaning" 

17724 sign carrier material on which the visual elements of a sign are directly reproduced 

17724 signal word word that calls attention to a potentially or imminently hazardous 
situation 

IEC glossary situation  name of the state of the system described by grafcet and characterised 
by the active steps at a given instant 

3/700/INF Source reference "identity number of publicly available document being the source of the 
present item.  NOTE 1 ? Earlier used terms: Source reference. -NOTE 
2 - In IEC61360 split into two: - Source reference(s) for definition, - 
Source reference(s) for values." 

3/700/INF Standard "Status level of a new Item that has been released for use as part of 
the standard. NOTE 1 ? Used terms 2003-02: Released (IEC 60617, 
IEC 60417), Fully released (IEC 61360), Released (for use) 
(IEC82045). The Task Force decided to change to Standard.  NOTE 2 - 
The transition to Standard is from Draft." 

3/700/INF Status level name of phase related to the life cycle of the item   NOTE 1 ? Earlier 
used terms: Status.  NOTE 2 - Values in accordance with document 
3/663/INF. 

IEC glossary step  GRAFCET language element used for the definition of the state of the 
sequential part of the system NOTE 1 A step can be active or inactive. 
NOTE 2 The set of active steps represents the situation of the system. 

IEC glossary structure enabling the description of the possible evolution between sit part of 
the GRAFCET uations 

3/700/INF Submitted "Status level of the Change request from its initiation by the proposer 
whoever that is, until the proposal has been received, checked for 
completeness, possibly appropriately edited, etc until a level 
satisfactory for evaluation.  NOTE 1 - Used terms 2003-02: Submitted 
(IEC 60617, IEC 60417) " 

17724 supplementary sign  sign that is supportive of another sign and the main purpose of which is 
to provide additional clarification 

17724 supplementary text 
panel 

additional area of a safety sign that contains text 

17724 Symbol original (see: 
graphical symbol 
original) 

"graphical symbol with which a referent, a graphical representation and 
a description of the application are associated.  NOTE Adapted from 
IEC 80416-1:2001." 

80416-1 symbol original "drawing  of a graphical  symbol,  prepared  in  accordance with  this  
standard,  used  for  reference or reproduction purposes" 

80416-3 symbol original "drawing of a graphical symbol, prepared in accordance with IEC 
80416-1, used for reference or reproduction purposes" 

IEC glossary symbol original "drawing of a graphical symbol, prepared in accordance with this 
standard, used for reference or reproduction purposes" 

IEC glossary symbol original  "drawing of a graphical symbol, prepared in accordance with IEC 
80416-1, used for reference or reproduction purposes" 

IEC glossary symbol original  "drawing of a graphical symbol, prepared in accordance with IEC 
80416-1, used for reference or reproduction purposes title unique name 
by which a graphical symbol is identified and spoken of NOTE The title 
should be as short as possible; it is only intended to provide a unique 
name for the graphical symbol and not to describe its application." 

17724 symbol panel area of the safety sign that contains the graphical symbol 

17724 symbol set set of graphical symbols with related referents or graphical symbol 
elements 
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IEC glossary system "a set of interrelated elements considered in a defined context as a 
whole and separated from their environment NOTE 1 Such elements 
may be material objects and concepts as well as their results (e.g. 
forms of organisation, mathematical methods, programming languages). 
NOTE 2 The system is considered to be separated from the 
environment and from the other external systems by an imaginary 
surface, which cuts the links between them and the system. NOTE 3 
The language GRAFCET can be use to describe the logical behaviour 
of any kind of system" 

3/700/INF TC "identity of TC and associated publication identity.  NOTE 1 ? Earlier 
used terms: Relevant TC and publications; Source reference.  NOTE 
2 ? Compare Source reference and Earlier published in, that will cover 
most of the former need.  NOTE 3 - Presented in the maintenance form 
and in the maintenance views only. The information is of no interest for 
public users." 

80416-1 title unique name by which a graphical symbol is identified and spoken of  
NOTE The  title  should  be  as  short  as  possible;  it  is  only  
intended  to  provide  a  unique  name  for  the  graphical symbol and 
not to describe its application. 

IEC glossary transient evolution  evolution characterized by the clearing of several successive 
transitions on the occurrence of a single input event 

IEC glossary transition GRAFCET language element indicating a possible evolution of the 
activity between two or more steps NOTE The possible evolution is 
realised by clearing the transition.  

IEC glossary transition-condition  GRAFCET language element associated with a transition indicating the 
result of a boolean expression NOTE The transition-condition can be 
either true or false. 

17724 travel distance "distance to be travelled from any point in a building to a protected 
escape route, external escape route or a final exit" 

3/700/INF Validation Team "a permanent, “executive”, group of experts appointed by and acting 
between meetings of the committee (by electronic means, and within a 
short time frame) on behalf of their National Committees.  NOTE 1 - All 
P-members have the right to appoint an own member of the team. The 
Validation Team evaluates proposals and votes, in the normal database 
procedure, on items on behalf of their National Committees. The 
Validation Team reports to the technical committee or subcommittee.  
NOTE 2 ? The described procedure asks for very short response times 
from the Validation Team members. Therefore, the National 
Committees shall appoint a deputy, that takes over the task when the 
ordinary one for any.  NOTE 3 ? It is up to the National Committee to 
decide for how long time a member should be appointed.  NOTE 4 ? 
The secretariat manages the Validation Team." 

3/700/INF Value list set of representations of permissible values of a data element type.   
NOTE 1 ? Earlier used terms: Value list 

3/700/INF Variant identification of alternate layout of a graphical symbol adapted for 
specific orientations (Compare ISO-IEC 81714.)  NOTE 1 ? Earlier used 
terms: Variant. 

17724 variant "alternative graphical symbol design for a given referent NOTE Adapted 
from ISO 9186:2001, 3.11." 

3/700/INF Version initiated on date when the change leading to a new version was initiated NOTE 1 ? 
Earlier used terms: version date 

3/700/INF Version number "identity number of a change within the item that might affect the use of 
the item  NOTE 1 ? Earlier used terms: Version.  NOTE 2 - It is 
recognized that the terms version and revision are not applied 
consistently on the market. They are sometimes replacing each other, 
and their relation is the opposite. In IEC82045-1 they are e.g. used in a 
way opposite to the use in IEC 61360." 

3/700/INF Version released on date when the new version was released  NOTE 1 ? Earlier used terms: 
version release date 

17724 viewing angle "angle of view (obsolete) angle formed by the plane of a sign and the 
central line of vision of an observer [ISO/TR 7239:1984, 3.2.26]" 

17724 visibility "probability of being visually perceived under the conditions of distance, 
light and atmosphere prevailing at a particular time" 
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17724 visual acuity capacity for seeing distinctly fine details that have very small angular 
separation 

17724 visual angle "angle subtended by two lines drawn from the eye of the observer to 
the two extremes of the longest axis of the symbol being viewed NOTE 
Adapted from ISO/TR 7239:1984, 3.2.27." 

17724 warning "signal word used to indicate a potentially hazardous situation which, if 
not avoided, could result in death or serious injury" 

 


